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Childhood 
Chocolate Treat

A s a child, snow days were synonymous with sledding in my saucer disc and savor-
ing a mug of what I thought was hot chocolate. It was not until adulthood that I 
learned the envelope of Swiss Miss with mini marshmallows that I carefully and 
thoroughly stirred into hot milk was, in fact, hot cocoa. 

Looking back, I suppose the realization resulted from noticing the two different offerings on cof-
fee shop and restaurant menus. 

Is this a case of “tomato, tomâto, potato, potâto?” Both are liquid forms of chocolate, yet the 
differences are worth exploring.

Research revealed that my mug of Swiss Miss was made from cocoa powder and sugar. As a result, 
hot cocoa is lighter and sweeter than its counterpart. Hot chocolate, produced from chocolate 
shavings, is the creamier and richer of the two. Both hot beverages are a source of comfort dur-
ing these winter months, so your choice may come down to mood, your pantry contents, and/or 
the coffeehouse offerings. 

Below are a few favorites that have been on my pantry shelves over the years:

Ghirardelli Premium Hot Cocoa (Double Chocolate): The ingredient list consists of 
ground cocoa beans, sugar, vanilla, and ground chocolate. It’s this last ingredient, the 
ground chocolate, that seems to distinguish it from other hot cocoas. I think this elevates 
the creaminess of this brand. 

Williams Sonoma Classic Hot Chocolate: The over 150-year-old American chocolate com-
pany, Guittard, is the star of Williams Sonoma’s version. The ingredients are bittersweet 
chocolate shavings combined with pure vanilla. “Inspired by the velvety hot chocolate served 
at the renowned Angelina café in Paris,” this option provides a transporting experience. 

Kilwins Shredded Peruvian Chocolate for Drinking or Shredded Drinking Chocolate: 
Founded in 1947 in Petoskey, Michigan, Kilwins now has over 140 franchise locations around 
the country. The closest two are in Rehoboth Beach, DE, and West Chester, PA, and offer 
ice cream, chocolates, and confections. Several years ago, I was gifted a package of the 
Peruvian version – shavings of single origin Peruvian chocolate. The latter, still available 
in the online store, is made from Kilwin’s Semi-Sweet Dark Chocolate. You can’t go wrong 
with either. 

Wishing you a Happy Valentine’s Day filled with sweet childhood memories.  
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Susan E. Poppiti is Associate Faculty in Mathematics at Immaculata University and an AP Calculus instructor at 
Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth. To further her commitment to mathematics education, she also serves 
as a math content expert for UPchieve, an ed-tech nonprofit providing free, online STEM tutoring to high school 
students. Susan can be reached at spoppiti@hotmail.com.
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While a steaming mug of 
hot cocoa or hot choco-
late is a real treat, there 
is a limit to how much I 
can drink. So, I offer some 
other suggestions:

Pancakes: Fold some 
chocolate shavings into 
your pancake batter for a 
decadent breakfast.

Ricotta: Top a dollop of 
ricotta with chocolate 
shavings. It’s like cannoli 
filling without the shell.

Ice Cream: Blend some 
chocolate shavings into 
Madagascar vanilla ice 
cream. You now have your 
own version of chocolate 
chip.

Cocktail: For the grown-
ups, top your Chocolate 
Martini1 with the shavings 
and rim the glass with 
cocoa powder. 

Notes: 
1. Liquor.com. “This Decadent 

Cocktail Is Dessert in a Glass.” 
Liquor.com. Liquor.com, April 
5, 2021. https://www.liquor.
com/chocolate-martini-cock-
tail-recipe-5120730. 
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